Introduction
3D multimedia greatly enriches the way we perceive the world and attracts much more attention than ever before because of better psychological perception. More and more scholars pay close attention to the research of visual information processing to promote the development of 3D media technology [1, 2] . However, stereoscopic image quality assessment (SIQA, also known as 3D quality of experience (QoE) in some literatures) is still a challenging area in image processing due to the complex and non-intuitive interactions of multiple 3D visual cues including depth perception, visual comfort, and 2D-IQA related issues [3] . Meanwhile, since the 3D images we perceive are synthetic images of the brain, how to effectively simulate the visual system for image synthesis also poses a challenge to the 3D research and more researches are developed in the field of image synthesis [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
There have been a number of extraordinary metrics that concentrate on different aspects of 2D-IQA. For example, structural similarity index (SSIM) focused on image formation [9] , and visual information fidelity (VIF) making full use of information theory [10] . Natural scene statistics (NSS) based metrics analyze how different distortions affect statistical properties, as introduced in [11, 12] . Orientation selectivity mechanism based visual pattern was proposed for visual information representation [13] . Meanwhile, a number of deep learning based blind IQA frameworks also achieve fairly good performances [14, 15] .
However, owing to the remarkable distinction between human monocular and binocular vision, the quality of the stereopair is not a simple combination of individual views' quality [16] . When viewing a stereopair, HVS does not examine the left and right view individually; instead, complex binocular fusion and rivalry processes take effect and generate a synthetic 3D mental view [17] . In this process, the quality of the stereopair is affected not only by the degradation level of each view, but also the complicated binocular interaction.
In SIQA, the left and right views can be symmetrically distorted, which reduces the difficulties in evaluating the quality of stereopairs, and correspondingly, SIQA methods always show higher consistency with subjective assessment. In these cases, the interaction between the two views is relatively simple and accounts for a less dominant role. In this case, applying 2D-IQA methods into the prediction of 3D image quality seems a reasonable way and achieves good performance. Later on, supposing that depth/disparity information also contributes to the 3D image quality, You et al. employed depth/disparity to tackle with this issue [18] . However, there were some key points should not be ignored. At first, the ground truth disparity is not always available and these methods can only work on estimated disparity from distorted stereopairs. Thus the accuracy of corresponding disparity estimation algorithms has a huge influence on SIQA. Goldmann et al. have also demonstrated the fact that 3D quality is more than just the combination of two individual views and disparity [19] .
Despite the shortcomings of the techniques mentioned above, they can still perform fairly well in predicting the quality of symmetrically distorted 3D images. However, predicting the quality of asymmetrically distorted images is much more challenging due to the asymmetrical visual response of the two views [20] . Binocular vision is much more complex and shows different properties under various distortion types. In [3] , the relationship between different types of distortion and their binocular quality perception was explored. According to the research, the distortion can be divided into information-loss distortion (e.g. blur) and information-additive distortion (e.g. blockiness). The perceived quality of a stereopair is dominated by the high-quality component of information-loss distortion, while it is not true with information-additive distortion [21] . To model the complex process of binocular vision, binocular visual behaviors are described as visual input integration or combination. Some biological models were proposed to address this issue, such as Eye-Weighting [22] , Gain-Control [23] , Neural Network [24] and Vector Summation [25] . In most cases, the monocular stimulus with strong visual response is always given a heavier weight and considered to play a dominant role in judging 3D perception. However binocular fusion and rivalry properties are not fully considered or correctly solved in these methods, and the evaluation of asymmetrically distorted images is still a challenge. Hopefully, cyclopean image provides a better way to account for binocular visual properties.
Chen et al. developed an intermediate image which has a perceived quality close to that of cyclopean image [17] . The cyclopean image is regarded as a simulation of binocular single vision perceived in the brain which takes complex binocular interactions into consideration. Inspired by the cyclopean image, SIQA has been further developed. In [26] , an RR-IQA method was proposed based on the statistical properties of the stereoscopic image in the reorganized discrete cosine transform domain. Shao et al. trained two deep neural networks from monocular images and cyclopean images to model the process of quality prediction [20] . Although the cyclopean image achieves better consistency with subjective prediction, there are still more efforts to explore about how it is formulated and its relationship with the extent of various degradation.
In addition to the achievements mentioned above, there is also research on binocular summation and difference channels [27] . Different from the traditional thought that stereo perception was achieved by combining signals from two views, HVS has separately adaptable channels for adding and subtracting the neural signals from the two views which was demonstrated that encoding the summation and difference between two stereo-halves can be used for stereopsis. In our previous research, we found that binocular difference has strong correlation with correlated disparity [28] . In other words, binocular difference map can be regarded as an alternative of binocular disparity. Inspired by this observation, a quality index for stereoscopic images by separately evaluating adding and subtracting signals was proposed. In this paper, we further explore the binocularity (also known as ocular dominance) with regard to binocular summation and difference channels. To be specific, the proportion of sparse coefficients from binocular difference and summation channels is highly related to distortions and binocular visual properties.
From neuro-biological research, the receptive fields of simple cells in mammalian primary visual cortex can be reasonably characterized by a coding strategy that maximizes sparseness. To understand the behavior of visual perception, sparse coding would be a more efficient representation for later stages of visual cortex [29] . Motivated by these conclusions, many sparse coding based methods have been applied into predicting image quality. Xu et al. [30] exploited sparse component to handle tail and researched the multi-label learning problem under the low-rank principle. Guha et al. [31] proposed a sparse representation-based approach to encode the information of an image using the information from other images, and used the sparse of the representation as a measure of its compressibility with respect to other images. Considering the importance of the feature selection for the learning performance, Liu et al. [32] proposed cost-sensitive feature selection (CSFS) method based on sparse optimization. Ma et al. proposed the concept of EoP in evaluating the visual information and found that the changing tendency of EoP in image sparse representation was highly relevant to the procedure of perceiving natural images. Shao et al. proposed a full-reference (FR) SIQA method by learning binocular receptive field properties [33] . However, there was less work focusing on the sparse representation in 3D domain, and it failed to address the binocular visual properties by directly using 2D-based spare coding model into SIQA. To solve these problems, we extend the EoP into evaluating the quality of stereoscopic images. At first, EoP is utilized to describe the visual cognitive progress when perceiving natural images. Secondly, perceptual information (termed as entropy) is encoded by visual primitives, and all the converging curves of the entropy were different from each other in terms of various distortion. Thirdly, the EoP values of the difference channel and the summation channel are used to describe the stereo perception related issues, especially under the circumstance of asymmetric distortion.
In conclusion, we argue that the coefficients after the primitive encoding are not only consistent with the perception procedure, but also reasonably related with binocularity. Therefore, we propose an image primitive coding based RR-SIQA framework accounting for perceptual cognitive process. The main contributions are as follows.
1) Image primitives are used to capture the latent structure of reference image dictionary in the training phase.
2) EoP, which shows a similar trend of hierarchical perceptual cognitive process of human eyes, is applied into the prediction of image quality.
3) Binocularity (ocular dominance) is further explored using the sparse coding coefficients from difference and summation channels, to fill the gap between stereo perception related issues and asymmetric distortion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related work. Section III presents the framework of the proposed SIQA. The experimental results and analysis are given in Section IV, and finally conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Related Work

Image Primitives
The concept of image primitive coding is established on sparseland, which assumes that natural signals, such as images, can be adaptively represented with a small number of elementary signals [34] . As for an image, a set of image primitives in the learned dictionary can effectively describe its visual information. To be specific, for a given image, the basic units of sparse representation are patches with size
where N is the number of sample images, b is the size of each path vector, and n is the number of patches [35, 36] .
Using the collected vectors X as input, we learn an over-complete dictio-
with m basic image primitives by seeking a sparse representation for each patch. In sparse representation, the dictionary learning process can be formulated as
The vector a i ∈ R m is coefficient vector for the patch {x i }. ||a i || 0 is the l 0 norm, and T is the constraint of the non-zero number of a i .
For a patch x i , sparse coding is the process of finding the sparse representation a i with D. To obtain the sparse representation, sparse coding can be formulated as
where L controls the sparse level. Though the problem is NP-hard in general, it is solved by orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [35] algorithm for its simplicity and efficiency.
In the proposed framework, Eq. 1 can be effectively solved by the K-SVD algorithm [35] . m is set to 256, b is set to 64, T is set to 3, L is set to 14, and n is the number of patches collected from 30 reference images from LIVE 2D Image Database. The detailed process of dictionary learning is shown in 
Entropy of Primitives
According to the internal generative mechanism (IGM), HVS actively predicts visual information and tries to avoid uncertainty. An input image can be decomposed into the predicted portion which contains primary information (represented by structural information) and the disorder portion which mainly contains uncertain information (represented by non-structural information) [37] . In [38] , a novel concept of EoP is developed to distinguish the two portions using the information conveyed by different types of image primitives. With this method, the visual information can be quantified to evaluate the "surprise" level known as the "free energy principle" introduced in [39] , and determine the boundary of structural and non-structural layers. The mathematical expression of EoP is denoted as
where n t j indicates the number of the jth primitive used in the ith iteration during the OMP algorithm, N i j represents the total number of the ith primitive used in the previous iterations, and P is the probability density function (PDF). Fig. 2 illustrates the hierarchical image representation and reconstruction process. The image is decomposed into multiple layers by OMP schemes according to perceptual importance. The reconstructed image by the first layer which is referred as the primary layer, maintains the most significant structure. The other layer in the structural layer part gradually recovers the detail. Since most perceptual information is captured by the former layers, the non-structural layer part is negligible. The reconstructed images with different layers (i.e. L) are also shown in Fig. 2 . The reconstruction procedure corresponds with HVS, since the initial layers describe the most details of the object step by step, and HVS can hardly distinguish the differences between the last few layers. Fig. 3 describes the tendency of EoP in terms of different iteration L. It can be observed that the EoP monotonously increases and converges to a constant level with the increasing value of L. At the same time, we also notice
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... … that the EoP value converges to a relatively stable level no matter what the image content is. Meanwhile, it also describes the converging curves of images with similar DMOS values, and from the differences among the curves, it can be observed that EoP values are closely related to distortion. Thus the EoP is applied into SIQA due to the fact that the type of distortion affects its tendency and maximum values. Further information about EoP is explored in [38] . As mentioned above, EoP has similar converging tendency with corresponding reconstructed images, which indicates the saturated visual information. Consequently, we adopt EoP as an effective measurement of image quality.
Binocularity (Ocular Dominance)
As demonstrated in [27] , HVS has separately adaptable channels for adding and subtracting the neural signals from the two views. Encoding the summation S and difference D between two stereo-halves can be used for stereopsis. Fig. 4 shows examples of binocular difference and summation. Here, we further explore the role of binocular summation and difference. Following the work introduced in the former subsection, we analyze binocularity issues with the help of image primitive coding. To be specific, the binocularity is defined as : For example, visual responses of the 32th visual primitive from the reference, symmetrically and asymmetrically distorted stereo pairs differentiate with each other. In terms of asymmetric distortion, b is equal to 1, which represents highly monocular response-one view is in dominance while the other one is seriously suppressed. However, for reference and symmetric distortion, b equals to 0, which means that visual responses of both views are similar with each other. It is also noteworthy that ocular dominance happens in a rarely high frequency in some cases, since there are a number of visual primitives are with relatively large b, even though symmetrically distorted. It may be concluded that once an eye percepts a visual signal, the other eye tend to weakly react to a similar one. As mentioned above, there seems not a consensus on how HVS react to visual stimuli, but ocular dominance is closely related to the introduction of distortion. Therefore it could be an index which characterizes stereo perception, and inspired by this idea, we find a reasonable way to describe binocularity using the image primitives. 
The influence of various distortion on stereo perception
In terms of stereo perception, asymmetric distortion increases the difficulty to predict image quality. To further visualize its effects on binocularity and its EoP, examples are also shown in Fig. 7 which shows the EoP curves from binocularity, difference and summation channels. Note that the only difference between the symmetric and asymmetric stereo pairs is the change of distortion type in the right view. It can be seen that the white noise changes the tendency of EoP curves and therefore the EoP values from the three channels are considered as quality-aware indexes. Detailed examples are shown in Fig. 6 which describe the reconstructed images with regard to iteration number. Considering that most detailed information of the image is recovered in the first few layers, only these examples in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 14th layers are shown. With the increase of iteration number, the visual degradation is centered at the back of the car and the visual uncertainty (surprise) is also reduced to a constant level.
In this section, we have made a review of related work, and demonstrated its reasonability. More importantly, these findings can be closely connected by sparse representation, and both monocular and binocular visual properties are taken into consideration. In addition, hierarchical perceptual cognitive process is also addressed by EoP.
The proposed Framework
Based on the physiological discoveries mentioned above, sparse representation will be a plausible way to address the critical issues related to SIQA into a unified framework. The proposed framework contains four parts: the training phase, the EoP extraction phase, the spatial and spectral entropy computation phase, and the prediction phase. The first one has been described in Section II, the second and third phase are illustrated in Fig. 8 , and SVR is used in the last procedure to connect the features with image quality.
EoP from four channels
Image pre-processing: The first step of prediction is image pre-processing. DoG decomposition is employed to decompose an image into five different spatial frequency components [40] . Let V (I) be the vector from representation of the DoG-bank-model of the image I, that is
In our proposed framework, n=5.
EoP of binocularity:
To compute the entropy of binocularity, we still employ the way introduced in Section II, and the coefficients of each band component in the V (I L ) and V (I R ) are directly used as input, as expressed in Eq. 9, where a L i,j,k represents the coefficient of the jth primitive used in the ith iteration in the kth patch, and the subscript L (R) denotes the left (right) view. Consequently, we get 14 values of EoP for each band after 14 iterations, and the total number of binocularity is 70 with 5 band components. 
EoP of joint distribution: As defined in [33] , given an image I and corresponding learnt dictionary, its sparse complexity is defined as the sparsity of sparse coefficient vectors averaged over all the patches, i.e.,
where SC i,j (I, D) denotes the sparse complexity value of the jth primitive and ith iteration. Considering that distortion affects the distribution of sparse coefficients, then the SC values are employed to be a weighting factor for binocular combination. Based on the sparse complexity, the coefficient of joint distribution is defined as:
The EoP of the joint can be defined as :
Similarly, the EoP of the summation and difference channels of the ith iteration are obtained, denoted as EoP Considering that the loss of EoP between the original and distorted stereoscopic images reflects the distortion level, we also compute the EoP from original reference stereopairs and the deviations EoP deviation are considered to be related with SIQA.
Spatial and spectral entropy extracted from stereopairs
Previous research has proved that there is a close relationship between local image entropy and perceived image quality [10] . Likewise, the authors in [41] also found that entropy is highly consistent with the degrees and types of distortion. Therefore, spatial entropy (E spatial ) and spectral entropy (E spectral ) are utilized to describe the statistical characteristics of local regions rather than pixels which also contribute to the description of images' local structural information. In our framework, we also utilize spatial and spectral features extracted from the difference and binocularity channels, and thus there are another 12 × 2=24 features.
Prediction
In the prediction phase, all the features are listed in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , these features are divided into 5 groups among which 4 groups respectively are the entropies of the binocularity, joint distribution of the left and right image, difference image and summation image, and the last group features are the spatial and spectral entropy. In order to show the effectiveness of these features, 3 features are randomly selected from each group features and the relationship between these features with dmos value of LIVE Phase-I was described in Fig.9 . It is obvious that almost every feature is positively correlated or negatively related to the dmos value. Meanwhile, the features of stereopairs degraded by four distortion types (JP2K, JPEG, blur and FF) show similar relations with the corresponding dmos value. These relations are good evidence that these features can reflect image quality and distortion types. These features are fed into a SVR model, and the output is the final quality of the stereopair. In the following section, we further explore the influence of EoP on prediction results.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Stereo Database
To verify the performance of the proposed method, the LIVE 3D Image Quality Databases (Phase I and Phase II) of the University of Texas at Austin are used [42] . Database Phase I contains 365 stereopairs with symmetric distortion and Database Phase II contains 360 stereopairs with both asymmetric and symmetric distortion, including JPEG compression, JP2K compression, white noise (WN), Gaussian blur (Blur) and fast fading (FF).
To further verify the proposed method, the MCL 3D Image Database is also adopted [43] . This database consists of nine image-plus-depth original stereo scenes and corresponding 684 distorted stereopairs. Distortions applied to either the texture image or the depth image include: Gaussian blur, additive white noise, down sampling blur, JPEG and JP2K compression, and transmission error, and the subjective scores are in the form of MOS for all the stereopairs. 
Performance Measure
For performance evaluation, three commonly used indicators are adopted: Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC), Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC), and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between subjective scores and objective scores after nonlinear regression. For nonlinear regression, we use a 4-parameter logistic mapping function [44, 45] :
where β 1 ,β 2 ,β 3 and β 4 are the parameters to be fitted. A better match is expected to have higher PLCC, SROCC, In the prediction phase, the stereopairs in each database were randomly divided into two parts, with 80% for training and 20% for testing. In order to ensure that the proposed framework is robust, 1000 iterations of training are performed by varying the splitting of data over the training and testing sets, and the median value of all iterations is chosen as the final prediction quality. All the parameters of the SVR model in the proposed framework are the same for different databases.
In order to demonstrate its efficiency, the proposed method is compared with several existing state-of-art IQA metrics, including three 2D metrics (DIIVINE [46] , BLIINDS-II [47] and BRISQUE [48] ), and eight 3D metrics (Qi's scheme [16 [20] ). Note that for the 2D-extended BIQA metrics, feature vectors are extracted separately from the left and right images, and weight-averaged to obtain the final feature vector for training, and SVR is used to train a regression function. For Qi's scheme, the parameter settings in the reference paper is adopted. For Lin's scheme, the FI-PSNR metric is adopted into the comparison. For Chen's scheme, the adopted 2D metric is MS-SSIM which performs the best. For Shao's schemes, experimental results in corresponding references are directly adopted.
Overall Performance on 3D Image Database
To better illustrate the experimental results, the values of PLCC, SROC-C, and RMSE of each metric are shown in Table 2 , where the indicators that give the best performance are highlighted in bold. As shown in the table, the overall performance of the proposed framework on Database Phase-I is significantly better compared with other IQA metrics. Shao's scheme-C also achieves rather competitive performance. Note that Qi's scheme, Shao's scheme-A, Shao's scheme-B and ours are based on the sparse representation.
In addition to symmetric distortion, performance on Database Phase II which contains both symmetric and asymmetric distortion is also a concern in SIQA. It can be observed that the proposed framework overtakes the other metrics by a large extent. The significant difference further confirms the previous conclusion that our framework can effectively predict the quality of stereoscopically viewed images. However, it is worth noting that compared with symmetric distortion, the method predicting the quality of asymmetric distortion stereopairs still needs further improvement.
We also pay much attention to the role of EoP, the visual perception models (binocularity model, summation-difference channel) and the features of spatial and spectral entropy in determining image quality. The results respectively based on binocularity model, the summation-difference channel, the results of only using EoP and the results of only using spatial and spectral entropy (enropy-SS) are reported in the table 2. It can be observed that the EoP and the entropy-SS are closely related to the image quality and compared with the sparse representation based methods (Qi's scheme, Shao's scheme-A and Shao's scheme-B), their overall performance are also competitive, although they still lag behind the two best metrics (the proposed metric and Shao's scheme-C). Although the performance of the metric simulating summation-difference channel is not very good, it is better than most 3D models. The reason for that the metric only considering binocularity does not perform well is that binocularity mainly based on the ocular dominance, and the binocular fusion is neglected more or less. However, its performance is also much better than that of Lin's and Shao-A schemes, and this result shows the binocularity reflects the human visual mechanism to some extent. Meanwhile, Lv's and Shao-C schemes are based on deep learning, but the proposed metric performs better than the two metrics. This phenomenon shows that, although only considering the shallow features, our model is also good for simulating stereo vision systems, and at the same time, our metric also shows advantages under the condition of small samples.
To verify the demonstration mentioned above, we also report the performances on MCL 3D Image Database according to the corresponding settings. As shown in the Table 3 , the proposed framework also achieves the most competitive performance, even only depending on EoP. Note that the MCL database contains two subsets: the FR database and the NR database. Con- Criteria PLCC SROCC RMSE Lin [40] 0.7854 0.6854 1.6100 Chen [17] 0.8278 0.8300 1.4596 Qi [16] 0.7480 0.6685 1.7766 Shao-C [20] 0 sidering that the proposed metric is a RR metric, so the prediction results are based on the FR database, and the same is true of another two FR metrics (Chen's and Lin's Schemes). The results further confirm the demonstration that entropy of primitives from the four channels can effectively predict the quality of stereoscopically viewed images.
As mentioned above, results on individual database are reported, and the proposed framework achieves outstanding performance among all the metrics. However, the samples used for training and testing are selected from the same dataset and thus this approach is not sufficient to explain the generality and stability of the evaluation model. To exclude the effect of database dependence, cross-database experiments are also carried out in this part. Those metrics in training phase are trained on one database and tested on another database. Table 4 gives the detailed information of cross-database test. It can be observed from the table, the performance of each metric has a significant decline compared with the result on individual dataset because of the difference between databases, such as source images and distortion types. However, our metric still have a relatively better predictive ability among those metrics. When the metrics are trained on LIVE phase II and tested on LIVE phase I, those metrics perform better since Database Phase-II contains both symmetrically and asymmetrically distorted stereopairs. In contrast, when training is performed on Database Phase-I, the performance significantly declines because that there are only symmetric distortion types in LIVE phase I, and therefore, its ability to predict asymmetric distortion is relatively poor. Besides, whether these models are trained or tested on the MCL dataset, the results are not very good. The reason for this result is that most images in MCL are depth images and texture images, which are quite different compared with those images in LIVE phase I and II. This also shows the training and prediction ability of these metrics for depth map and texture map are still poor at present. However, our metric shows an advantage over the other SIQA no matter when it's trained on the MCL and tested on the other two datasets, or trained on two other datasets and tested on the MCL. Overall, the results on cross-database experiments show that SIQA still needs further exploration to overcome the database dependence.
The tendency of PLCC values on both databases when trained on LIVE-II is reported in Fig. 10 . It can be observed that the prediction results become stable when the training ratio is larger than 0.4, and therefore the proposed framework could achieve better results on a relatively small training dataset.
The scatter plots of the proposed method on LIVE 3D Image Database are shown in Fig. 11 . The vertical axis denotes the human subjective scores of perceptual quality and the horizontal axis denotes the predicted scores. A better convergence of the points in the scatter plot to the fitting curve means a better consistency with the DMOS. The scatter plots demonstrate that the scatter points of the proposed method are concentrated to the fitting curve, which indicates a more prominent prediction.
In the previous subsection, we discussed the overall performance and the cross-database performance of the metric. However, good overall performance does not always mean good performance for individual distortion type. In this subsection, the performance of the metric compared with the other two 2D-extended metrics, BRISQUE and BLIINDS-II, on different distortion type will be analyzed and the results are listed on Table 5 . The top indictors are highlighted with boldface. As shown in this table, the proposed metric has the best performance on all distortion types, whether for symmetric distortion stereopairs or asymmetric distortion stereopairs. For structural distortion, like JPEG and JP2K, all the three metrics do not have very good performance, but our metric is still superior to BRISQUE and BLIINDS-II.
To summarize, IQA is a perceptual cognitive process, in which entropy plays a crucial role in determining visual quality. Meanwhile, considering stereo perception is rather complex, ocular dominance (binocularity) could be an alternative to describe binocular interactions between the two views. The proposed method takes advantage of the two determinant factors to predict perceived quality using the entropy from sparse representation. And the superiority has been further confirmed by experiments.
Conclusions
In this paper, a sparse coding based quality index for stereoscopic images is proposed, in which the entropy is used to describe the perceptual cognitive process. Based on the fact that EoP is closely related to distortion, we use the entropy information from four channels (namely, binocularity, the joint distribution, summation, and difference) to describe visual degradation. Experiments further confirm that the proposed framework is highly consistent with subjective test.
In the future, we will pay much attention to the research on binocular visual properties, and explore more effective ways to describe image degradation.
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